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ABSTRACT
Presented here are the results of lUI experimenta l study of t he flow of a \' i ~cou,
fluid sheet down a dry inclined plane. The th ree-phase ContAct line at th.... front of the
flow is initially st raight but becomes unstable to a roughl)' perjodic \'Ariat ion in its
downslope position when the sheet becomes thin enough. From measurcmcnls of t he
contact line position as a function of t ime for angles 0 in the range 0" < n < !;,')". t he
flow is analyzed both before and a.fter the insta bility occurs, and the development or
the finger pattern is parameter ized, These result s are compared wilh those round in
previous experiments and those predicted by theory.
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Ch apter 1 Intr-oduction
1.1 Introducti on
The flow of a viscous fluid sheet down a dry inclined surface displays a common
yet interesting instability. It is seen in paint flowingdown a wall and rain running
down a window pane. T his instability is neither well understood theoretically nor
thoroughly characterized experimentally.
Consider a volume of fluid uniformly distributed behind a gate at the upper
end of a dry inclined surface. As the gate is opened, the fluid begins to now down
the slope with the contact line at the front of the flow being initially straight , as
illustr ated in Fig. \.1. When the sheet thins to a certain fluid-dependent thickness,
the contact line becomes unsta ble to a roughly periodic cross slope variation in its
downslope position.1 For certain fluid-solid combinations,l.2 such as glycerin on a
plexiglass surface, this variat ion grows into a series of rivulets or fingers of fairly
uniform width (parallel sided fingers). These fingers continue to flow downhill while
the upslope troughs between the fingers sto p shortly after t he inst ability develops.
Th us the surface between the fingers remains dry and this pat tern, shown in Fig.l-2,
does not complet ely wet the surface.
For other fluid-solid combinations,I such as silicone oil on glass, t he variation
grows into a fairly periodic patter n of triangular shaped fingers (sawtooth pattern ).
In this case both the fingers and the troughs continue to flow downhill after the
instability develops, although at different rates. This flow, shown in rig. 1-3, will
wet the entire surface.
These phenomena are important to many industrial processes where welting by
a thin film of fluid is required. Two examples are the spin coating of a magnetic
Fig . I-I. A volume of fluid flowingdown ...dry, solid surface inclined
at aD angle Q to the horizontal. Initially the contact line is straight as
shown, but eventually it becomes unstable, developing fingen.
Fig. 1-2. Rivulet [parallel sided finger) pattern .
ww
Fig. 1-3 . Sawtootb pattern .
storage disk by a fluid initially placed at its axis of rota tion and the lubricant coating
on engine bearin gs. If the fluids used in these examples did not completely wet the
surface undesirab le 'dry patches' could form. For the above cases this .....ould result in
poor quality disks and engines which need frequent bearing replacement. In addition
welt ing phenomena and the physics behind them are of long standing interest both
experimenta lly and theoretically4.5and have been well studied in both areas since the
pioneering work of Young (1805)6, Reynolds (1886)7 and Rayleigh (1890).8 Even with
over one hundred years ofstudy these phenomena are still not thoroughly understood.
1.2 P revious Work
The fingering instab ility of a movingcontact line has been studied experimentally
by Huppert! and Silvi and Dussan V.2 A related instability, the fingering insta bility
in the spreading of a rotating liquid drop, bas been studied by Melo e! al.3
Huppert studied this instability using a perspex surface and three fluids, namely
glycerin and two silicone oils. He observed the rivulet pa ttern with glycerin, and the
sawtooth patte rn with both oils. He derived an expression for the position, Xn , of the
stable contact line, neglecting surface tension, and found
(I- I )
where A is the initial cross sect ional area, JJ is the viscosity and t is the ti me after
release of the fluid. He also derived, including surface tension, an expression for the
wavelength of the instab ility,
(1 - 2)
where u is the surface tension and p is the fluid density. He found that both Eqs.
(1- 1) and (1-2 ) agreed well with his experimenta l observations.
Silv i and DUMan V2 st udied the same instability using glycerin on bot h glAM an d
plexiglass surfaces. Th ey oMerved the rivulet pAttern for glycerin on pkll igla.u . ;u
did Hupper t, I but fou nd the sawtooth patt ern for glycerin on ,!Ilass. They measured
t he advancing contact Angle to be iO" and 18" on plexi,!lIA" and glass respectively,
Thus they concluded t hat the size of the a.dvancing contact angle is an import ant
factor in determining whet her the rivulet or t he u wtoot h patt ern will emerge for a
given liquid-solid combinlLtioD. They also found tha t their experimental obeeevauon s
were in agreemen t with Eq. (1-2) derived by Huppert .
Melo et al.3 placed a drop of silicone oil a:t th e axis of rot ation of a silicon wlI.fer ,
The liquid wett ed t he subst rate, i.e., the liquid-solid contact angle was zero. As
t he wafer was rotated, t he drop spread out with an initia.lly circular conta.ct line.
When the thickness of the fluid was small enough the contact line became unstable
and fingers form ed. While in tbis case the contact line was driven by cerllrifugal
rather than gravita tional force, the basic phenomena observed were similar to those
described in the previous section.
In add ition to the theo~tkal work of Huppert 1 mentioned briefly w ove, lheord -
leal work on this instab ility bu been carried out by Schwartz,9 Hocking. IOGoodwin
and Homsyl2 and Troin et aI.Il
Schwa.rtz9 carried ou t numerical simulations using eqUAtions derived in the lu-
hrication approx imation and including surface tension. The advancing contact angle
was take n to he zero, corres ponding to a liquid which strongly wet t he sur face, and
a no-slip boundary condition was applied at the edge or the flow corresponding to
the experimenta l const raint of a wall. He found that t he no-slip condition caused the
contact line to be retarded at the edge of the flow. Th is perturbation initiated finger-
ing and the distu rbance propagated inward along the contact line. He found that the
longest finger is wedge shaped which is in agreement with experimental observations
of welling flows.
From scaling arguments and dimensional considerations he found that the wave-
length should go like
,\ '" (sina)- 1/4 (1 - 3)
in cont rast to the exper imental and theoretical findings of Huppert! and the experi-
mental results of Silvi and Dussan V2 that >'""'" (sina)-! /3.
Without the no-slip boundary condition, small periodic perturbations imposed
on the straight front eventually grew into fingers.
Neglecting surface tension caused the fingering phenomenon to disappear, both
with and without the no-slip boundary condition . This seems to confirm Huppert 's
suggestion1 that surface tension provides the destabilizing force.
HockinglO performed a linear stability analysis of a fluid ridge a.s opposed to
a fluid sheet. One reason for selecting a fluid ridge comes from the experimental
observation3•11of a bulge in the free surface of the fluid near the contact line when the
fluid sheet is sufficiently elongated and the suggestion that the observed instability
of the contact. line is a result of the dynamics in this ridge. Another reason is, of
course, to simplify the fluid sheet problem. Thus in studying a fluid ridge, Hocking
hoped to simplify the problem while retaining the important dynamical processes. He
found the ridge to be linearly unstable but not to fingers. Rather , the fluid tended to
collect to one side of the channel and Row down the plane there. Tha.t is, he found
the length sca le or the instability to be dependen t on the channel width in contrast
to experimental observations.!,2
Hocking also considered the nonlinear development of the insta bility and pre'
sented preliminary numerical results that suggest the format ion of a finger of l1uill
moving down the plane with a width that is independent of the channel width . He
found no indication of the sawtooth patte rn observed with some l1uid-solid comhina-
tiona and proposed that the sawtooth pattern is only a transient phenomenon which
would eventually evolve into the rivulet patte rn if the surface was long enough.
Goodwin and Hom~yl2 have recently lnveetigated the base stale which develops
prior to the instabilit y using a combination of analysis and numerical solution. Th ey
showed tha t it is not possible to model the flow near the contact line in the lubrice-
tion approximation if a non-zero contact angle is imposed as a boundar y condition,
without requiring infinite velocities at the contact line. They derived and solved nu-
merlcally Stokes flow equations for the region near the contact line with a contact
angle boundary condition. They found the presence of a hump or bulge in the Iiulds
free surface near the contact line as observed experimentally.3,11Th e magnitude of
this bulge increased for increasing contact angle, increasing inclination angle and lJC-
creasing capillary number. The capillary number Ca =p.Ule expresses the relat ive
magnitude of viscous and surface tension forces; U is a characteristic velocity. The y
also observed a secondar y bulge at large angles of inclination. They demonst rated
tha t the bulge near the contact line arises from kinemat ic considerations and not from
the contact line singularity. From their results they concluded that , except possibly
at very small contact angles and small Ca, the lubrication approximat ions are not
valid near the contact line.
Trcian tt al.13 stud ied the lubricat ion equations with surface tension, They de-
rived a form for the flow profile prior to the instability. This profile is a combination
of an "outer" region, given by Hupperts' solut ion, Eq. 1-1, which ends abruptly at
% = %,. , and an "inner" region near the contact line which has a bulge, ana which is
smoothed by surface tension. Using scaling arguments, the inner and outer regions
are matched, resulting in a flowprofilesimilar to that observed experimentally. Then
they matched this solut ion to a thin precursor wet ting film. This was done to re-
move the contact line singular ity, discussed further in chapter 2. A linear stability
analysis was then performed on the resultlng profile. T hey analysed the growth of
imposed periodic perturbations over a range of wavenumber! and found the front to
he unstable to wavenumbers q :is.91with a maximum growth rate for a wavelengthof
>. =141. Here, I =HjI 3Ca)I/3 is the characterist ic lengt h over which surface tension
competes with gravity and H is the film thickness.
1.3 Purpose and Scope
In this thesis r present measurements of the behaviour of the contact line both
before and after the instability. The position of the contact line as a function of time
was measured for thr ee fluids on two surfaces with indin ation angles in the range
00 < a < 550 • The flow was then analysed in terms of empirical fitting functions.
The average wavelength of the instability and the width of the fingers were also
studied.
This work was carr ied out in order to add to the experimental knowledge of the
moving contact line. Measurements were made sc aa to cherecteriac the motion of
the contact line and the length scale of the instab ility which developed. My results,
for the most part, confirm some theoret ical predictions of the motion of the contac t
line and the length scale of the instability, while at the same time supplying new
information about the finger width for which I have seen no experimental results or
theoretical predictions. Most of my experimental observations agree with those or
others while one, the pattern produced by glycerin on glass, does not.
In Chapte r 2 I will discuss some of the basic theory and terminology relevant to
the study of dynamic contact lines. including welting, contact anglee, conracc angle
hysteresis, t he contact line singularity, precursor films and the lubrication approxi-
mations. I will also discuss some of the previous theoretical treatm enta of the contact
line instability in more deta il. Chapte r 3 will conta in descriptions of the cxpenmen-
ta l appa ratus used, the fluids and their relevent physical properties, the experimental
procedure and the data gathering procedure. In Cha pte r -1the experimental obser-
vations and results of fits of the data to f'mpirical eqllRtioO!\ will he presented, while
in Chapter 5 these results will be discussed and some theoretical explanations for
the experimenta l ob5l"TVations will be presented. Chapter 6 will include the conclu-
sions, and some possibilities for future experiments using the same apparatus will be
presented.
Chapter 2 Th eory
2.1 Int rodu ct ion
The dynamics of moving contact lines are poorly understood. The usual thee-
retical approximations of fluid mechanics used to describe fluid tll)w break down at
a contact line. h has been shown14 that for a Newtonian, incompresible Auid with
a no-slip boundary condition , unbounded forces result at t he contact line. In the
remainde r of this ~ hes is I will refer to the unbounded forces at t he contact line as the
"contact line singularity." Anothe r problem involves the contact angle the fluid makes
with the surface of the solid. It has been shown theoreticallyS and experimentallyl5
lhat the observed or appa rent contact angle may not he equal to the actual contact
angle. The apparent contact angle may have a range of values for which the contact
line does not move(contact angle hyste resis). A thin precursor film may preceed the
macroscopically observable contactline resulting in the observable flow moving over
a preccated, as opposed to dry, surface. The precursor film also causes confusion as
to the positioning of the contact line in theoretical calculations.
2.2 We tting Phenomenon
Young's equation ,ll which expresses the balance of horizontal forces at t he stat ic
three-phase contact line of a solid-liquid-gas system, as shown in Fig. 2·1, stat es tha t
(2 -1)
where "{= "'gis the interfacial tension between the liquid and gas, ,." between the
liquid and solid and "{, g between the solid and gas, and De is t he liquid-solid contact
angle. T he spreading parameter S is defined in the following way: an area of solid-
gas interface has a surface free energy of "{.g while the same area covered by a th ick
10
coat ing of liquid has a su rface free energy of l' +1~1 ' 5 is just the d ifference betwe n
these two surface free energies. S is written
s = 1'9 -1,/-1 (2-2)
12 - 3)
When S < 0, i.e., "9< ..., +1d. t he liquid does not spread; t his corresponds to part ial
welting. If S ?: 0 there is no balance of horizontal forces and complete wett ing occurs.
5 =0 corresponds to ()e = O.
g..
liquid
~Iid /
contact lin e
Fig. 2· 1. Three phase contact line sbowing interfacial tensions "'Y . "'Y"
and "'Y" And static contact Angle9t •
In equilibrium vertical forces must also balance; these vertical forces can arisedue
to, for exa mple, capillary forces and l1uid weight .
2.3 Contact Angle Hysteresis
Figure 2-2 is a graph of contact angle versus contact line velocity for a typical
fluid-solid system.
11
-Fig. ' · 2, The generaJ form of the contact line angle 8 at the solid-
liquid contact line, as a. function of contact line velocity.
For contact angles OR < IJ < 0A t he contac t line does not move, while it advances
for IJ> 0A and recedes {or 0 < OR' This phenomenon, whereby the contact line
does not move even th ough th e contact angle is varied Ircm its equilibrium sta tic
value is known as conta ct angle hysteresis, and is very common. One experimentally
verified cause of hyste resis is th e microscopic roughness of the solid surCace.16,17 By
coating a smoot h solid surface wit h an organ ic monolayer, Zisman16 found it unusual
for SA and OR to differ whereas Dett re and Johnson,17 using surfaces of increasing
roughness, found that 8A " (JR. Fig. 2-3. {or all surfaces.
Other possible causes of conta ct angle hysteresis are chemical contamin ants or
inhomogeneities in the solid surface and solutes in the liquid which may deposit a film
on the surface. The surface cond ition plays an important role in wett ing phenomena.
as it can affect the size of the liquid-solid contact augle,16,17 and in the case of my
12
:lOoo • • , I , 4 • t • 0
''''~''C ( Nour;~NUI_
Fi g. 2-3. Advancing and receding o:oohcl a.ngles, SA MId SR, es a
lunction of surface roughness from reference 17.
exper iments ca n thereby affect the patte rn which develops from the instability.2
2.4 Co ntact Line S ingu larity
I£a fluid moving along a solid surface is assumed to be Newto nian, incompressible
and to obey the no-slip boundary cond ition. th en unbound ed forces will be produced
at the contact line.14 This singu larity shows up in the lubr icat ion appr oximations,
to be discussed in section 2.6, by requiring a 90° contact angle between the liquid
an d solid. Since the lubricat ion ap proximations are used primarily for t he spreadi ng
of thin films where the velocity vector is approximately parallel to t he solid surface,
obt aining a 90° contact angle implies tha t the lubricat ion approx imation s arc not
valid near the contac t line. The singulari ly can be ignored if it. is known Lhat the
fluid ncar the contact line does not affect the dynami cs of the flow in th e regionof the
13
contact line and it can be removed by relaxing the no-slip boundary condition . The
no-slip boundary condition is used simp ly becauseit removes the singularity but docs
net co me from any physical understa nding of rbe fluid flownear the con tact line.IS
2.5 P recursor Fi lm
A fluid may advance on a dry su bst rate in two ways: 1JBy a rolling motion, as
shown in F'ig. 2-4(a). 2J By means of a th in precurso r wetting film which advances
ahead of the observable contact lineas shown in Fig . 2-4(b). In the first case, the
observable contact line is between the fluid and the dry surface, while in the second
case it is between the observable fluid and an already wetted surface.
/ II I
solid
g.. (b)
g..
precu rsor film,
// //' /",/'" ,
solid
Experiments indicate14 that a dro p of honey moving down an inclined glass sur-
face tends to roll and not slide. The rolling motion was studied by placing a drop of
dye on the surface of the honey and following the dye' s motion as the hone y moved.
In my exper iments the fluid also appear ed to roll down the slope.
14
Experiments by Hardy 19 with drops of acetic acid.on a horizont al glass surface
(it was important that th e air be dry) Indicated that a precursor film was pn~"llt
beyond the observab lecontactline, even though the drops did not undergo any visihle
change in shape. He detected the film's presence by measuring a significant dcctensc
in t he value of the static friction of the surface. Drops of casto r oil and paraffin on
the same surface d id not emit any measurable precursor film.19
Experiments were performed by Bascom fl aJ.2t1 using nonpolar fluids on clean,
smoot h metal surfaces in t he presence of both saturated and unsatu rated air. All
the liquids used were chosen because they a macroscopically observable contact angle
of zero degrees. They found that a precursor film was always present regardless
of whether or not the air was satu rated, t he surface roughened or the llquids nlt ra
purified, although these variables did affect the speed of advance of the film a nd
whether or not the macroscopically observable body of fluid would sp read over the
precursor film. For example, squalane on stain less steel exhibited a precursor film
approx imately 20 Ain thickness as measu red with a n ellipsometer, and a leading edge
which. moved with.speeds in t he range 0.03 to 1.0 jjrn!3.
The precursor film may cause some confusion lUI to which leading edge, precur-
sor or macroscopically observed, the contact line should be associat ed with.fi If one
chooses the precursor's leading edge, then the problem of the contact line singular-
ity will be encountered and calculat ions involve a detailed analysis of a fil:.i\.1 with
an L"known, anisotr opic st ress tensor . (T he anisotropy is due entirely to the fluid's
motion. A huid at rest has an isotropi c st ress tensor.) An alternative choice would
be to place the contact line at its obse rved position and model the precursor filmas
par t of the surface.
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2.6 Lubri cat ion A ppr oxim at ion s
In In'IIlYtheo retical t rea tments of the contact line instability, t he fluid sheet
ca ll hi: modelled as a thin film and the lubrication app roximat ions are used. These
appr oximations a llow a considerable simplification of the Navier-Stck cs momentum
eqnurlons. This discussion of the lubr icat ion approximat ions followsthat of Ref. (21).
Tile Navier-Stokea momentum equation for an incompressible Newtonian fluid in
which the velocity is a continuous function of spatia l coordinates is21
where
?:- = tJ[+(jj ,V )v,
(2 - 4)
(2 - 5)
the material derivative, accounts for spatia l as well as time pa rtial derivatives, p is
t he fluid density, p is the to tal pressure, IJ is the shear viscosity and jj = iu + jv +kw
is the velocity. Th e pressure, p, could, as in the system studied in this thesis, include
hyd rosta tic terms. We take the fluid sheet to lie in th e X-II plane.
The Reynolds number, Re =pULIIJ' expresses the relat ive magnitude of inertial
and viscous forces. Here U is the surface velocity and L is the film breadth. For
smPll Re, t he time derivatives (or accelerati ons] are small compared with the viscous
terms involving V2ii, and similarly for small Re the inertial terms p(v . V)ii are also
negligible compared to the viscous terms. Applying the above simplifications to Eq.
(2 -4) gives the Stokes flowequations
(2 - 6)
Furt her simplification of Eq. (2-6) can be made after putt ing it into dimension less
form by normalizing in-plane filmvelocities with respec t to surface velocity V, vertical
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velocity by U h/ c.. r and IId ista nces with resp ect to film breadth L. : di~tan«"5 with
respect to film thickness h and pressure with respect to pU2• lV, the veloci ty lu the :
d irect ion, is oforde r h(L sma ller tha n u end v andun be 1I1'gIectcd .'tI T he llonnll1i1A"l1
r, j a nd k components or Eq. (2-6) th en becom e
and
8p'ifl = 0,
(2 - 711)
(2 - 7b)
(2-7c)
where prime s indicate normalized quantiti es . Since Ii «: L and te rms t12/{);/l,
iP/ 8y,2and a2/Oi 2 areo ft he same order, th en terms involving 82/81 2 alLtI [il/ oy
''}.
in Eqs. (2-7 ) are mu ch smaller tha n terms involving 82/82,2. Applying thl'!ICaim-
plificat ;ons to Eqe, (2- 7) and redimensionalizing resu lts in the equa tions used in t he
lubric at ion a pproximation , nal1"lCly
(2 - Sa)
or, writ ing each component of Eq. (2-8a ) eltplicitly,
(2-81)
for th e i direction and
8p 82"8Y = JJ"l);f
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(2 - &)
for the j rllrectlon with p ::::> pix, y ), If =II(X, y, z ) and u =v(z,y, e].
2.7 Theoretical work of Refer ence 1
Huppert! used the lubricat ion approximat ions to analyze the flowof a thin, vis-
COilS fluid film before the contact line insta bility occured. In this section r rederive
Ids results. lt should be noted here that the lubricat ion approximation is valid only
in the region away from the contact line since ncar the contact line film thickness
aurlother quant it ies vary significantly over distances ~ h. Thus the approximat ions
made in the last section are not valid near the contact line.
Assuming the free surface to be Aatso tha t surface tension effects are negligible,
and ignoring contact line effects, the pressure at a distance z down the slope due to
the fluid in the film lying upslope of x is p = - pgx sina. Thus op/ox = - pg sin Q
where Q is the inclination angle and 9 is the acceleration due to gravity. Using the
lubricat ion approximation, Eq. (2-8a), and the above expression for ap/ax, we find
that the y· independent downslope momentu m equat ion is
a'u
O= pg sina +I' O.z2 · (2- 9)
Here, x is downslope coordinate, y is cross-slope coordinate and z is the coordinate
normal to the surface. Following Huppert , the contac t line effects can be neglected.if
the effect of surface tension is small compared to gravity effects, or more specifically,
if the Bond number B = pgL2/ q :> I , where o is the surface tension and L is a
characte rist ic length scale or the current. In the region where the free surface is not
strongly curved. r.e. away from the contact line, the contri bution to the pressure in
the fluid due to surface tension is negligible compared tc the hydrostatic contribution.
However , ncar the contact line the surface is significantly curved and the surface
tension contribut ion is no longer negligible.
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Using Eq. (2-9 ) and the boundary conditio ns 1I = 0 at : = 0 (the no-slip
condi tion) a nd {Juj8z =0 at z = Ii (ta ngential st ress at the free surface must he
zero), t he fluid velocity as a funct ion of height:: in the fluid sheet is
u = (pg~inojJl) (h-~) z,
The height averaged fluid velocity (1l)is given by
(2 -1 0)
(2- 11)
T he equatio n of continui ty, aplal + 'V. (pv) = 0, when averaged over the hd ght of
the fluid sheet, becomes
(2 -12)
for a fluid sheet of height h(l:, t ). Substit ut ing Eq . (2-1 1) into Eq. (2- 12) gives the
par tial differential equation for t he unknown free sur face h(x , !) to he
(2- t l)
From Eq. (2-1 3) we see that h is consta nt along characteristics given by
(2- 11)
If we le t It = f (x }, for example, integrat ion of Eq. (2- 14) produ ces an equation for
the char act eristi cs
(2 - 15)
where Xo is the initia l value of the characteristic . T he refore t he solution of Eq. (2- 13)
at long t imes is
h = [P(z - xO)/ pgsino] I/2Cl/ 2
~ (p / pg sin a) I/'lx l /2j - l/ 2 x;$ :1"0,
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(2 -16,)
(2 -16b)
where h in Eq. (2- 16b) is independent of initia l condit ions. The equati on expressing
conservation of mass is
{'.II I
10 h(x,tjdx = A, (2 -17)
where X II is t he value of x at the front of the current and A is t he initial cross-sect ional
Prom Eqs . (2- 16b) a nd (2-17) we find that some time after t he release of the
fluid
(2 - (8)
Thus Hupp ert predict s that the length of the film grows like xn "'"t l / 3. By subs tit ut ion
or Xn from Eq. (2-18) into Eq. (2-1 6b) we find that the thickness of the fluid at the
front of t he film is
(2 - 19)
Since, from Eq. (2-10 ), the fluid velocity increases with height , th e solut ion of
Eq. (2- 13) willdevelop into a shock a t large t. Th is unph ysical result is due to the
neglect of surface te nsion, wh ich will ten d to smoot h t he free surface profile nea r the
now front .
Hupper t also derives an exp ression for the lengt h scale of th e contact line inetabil-
ity. li e firs t finds the form of the quasi-st eady two-dimensio nal fluid front by includi ng
surface tension and mat ching the tip onto t he main Row given by Eq. (2-18). Th e
addi tion to Eq. (2-1 3) of t he ter ms d ue to surface tension leads to
(2 - 20)
Ncar the fluid front t he domin ant balance is between t he gra.vitational an d sur face
tens ion terms in Eq. (2- 20), and thus
pg sinQ ~::::: (lj3)uh ~~ .
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(2 - 21)
This givt'9
~/~ ... (length)3 ....(ol, )/(pg aiun ], (2 -221
Therefore a "typical " lcngth scale is - (tTh/ pg 5in(\')1/3. Tal-iliA: h =hn at tlw conti\("t
line gives a length Kille for the contact line of (tThn/pg sin Q)1/3. Sinre the im~tability
results from a. compet ition bet ....een gravity aml surface tellsion. it is reasonable to
ident ify this lengt h scale with the wavelength of the instability, and thus lIUPIK-rt
predicts that the wavelength of the instability varies like (sina)- 1/3.
2.8 T heore t ical wor k of R eferen ce 13
Troian el a1.13 use Huppert 's solut ion, Eq . (2- tGb), which ends abr uptly :, t
Z .. Xn, Eq. (2- 18), for the fluld profile far from the contnc t line (outer region).
Then using the lubrication approximations with surface tension, the height profile,
h(z , ",), is obtained from the solut ion of the height·avcrAgctlcont inuity equAtion
~+ V . h (O) = O.
Here, (11) = (u)i + {v)j where (1.1) and (u) are height evereged velocities in the i and
j directions, respectively. They find a solution (or the shape of the surface ncar the
contact line and match th i, to Huppert 's solut ion. In the lubrica tion approximation
the velocity is given by
p(V)= (h2/ 3)[pg sin o! + tTVxl. (2- 2')
where the curvature X is given by X~ (fflh/8 z2+82h/ihi ) in their approximation.
In order to remove the contact line singularity (see section 2.4 ), they match the
resultan t fluid profile to a thin precursor film. They then perform a linear stability
enelyeie c f t his solution and find it to be unsta ble to spoa t ially periodic dieturba ncce.
I will now discuss their procedure in more deta il.
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For the unperturbed flow away from the contact line, the flow profile is given
by Huppert 's cquancn s, Eq. (2- 16b), which ends abrup tly at .I'n given by Eq. (2-
18). Near the contac t line (the "inner" region) the flow profile will be smoothed by
surface tension. Troian et al. work in a reference frame moving with the contact line
with velocity Va = dx"ldt. To find the unperturbed profile in the inner region they
write the profile as h(x,y ,l) = hll(t)ll({ ,t ) and require H -0 I as ~ = .I'll --+ co
in orller to match the solution (h _ hnl in the outer region. The dimensionless
length ( = x/' , where x is distance along i measured from the contact line and
1= h/ (3 Ca)I /J is the characteristic length over which surface tension competes with
gravity, where it is assumed that the capillary number Co :;: p.UO/u « 1. Assuming
small /le, a lime-independent solution of Eqs. (2- 23) and (2- 24) determines the
function JJ{(,/) = IlO(O.
The boundary condit ions are first that for ~ -0 00 , the inner and outer solutions
must match.i.e., all derivat ives of H with respect to x must vanish and NO __ I, and
second that near the contect iine the dynamics must take into account the singularity
due to the no-slip boundary condition (ii = 0 at h = 0). Troian er al.13remove this
singularity by matching their flow profile to a thin precursor film of thickness bh ll ,
where b<: I. The equat ion they find for the flow profile is
H'(1_83H,)~(1-b3) _(1 b).!-
o 8{3 ( I-b) + H ' (2-25)
The solution of Eq.(2-25) gives the profile shown in Fig. 2·5 for three values of b.
They then perform a linear stability analysis of the uniform profile to small per-
tu rbat ions in the j -directicn , neglecting terms of order b « 1. They define ( = y/I
and look at perturbations with dimensionless wavevectcr q =Q/l. The position of
22
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Fi g. 2-5 . Unperturbed flow profile calculated from Eq. (2-25 ) for
thr ee values of b .u a {unct ion of 6 {, which includes an arbit ra.rysbift
along th e { direction 50 tbat the maxima line up. From reference 13.
the bou ndary is displaced from e=0 to { = (B, where
(S((, I) = - A(() B(I ). (2 - 26)
If A«() = COlI(q(), then t he region -~/2 < (q() < w/2 is a section of the boundary
pert urbed in the forward e-direct icn, i.e., a finger. The tlme-de p..ndent amplitude or
the pert urbation is assumed to be of tbeform B(t) = BO'f!Jlr where T =J[Uo(t)/~dt
is propo rtional to the d istance t ravelled . If P> 0, then aB/o! > 0 and the finger will
grow.
Solving numerically t he linearized continui ty equation with the appropriate hound -
ary conditions, Troian d al.13find the growth rate fJ to depend on the dimen sionless
wavenumber q == Qll and precursor film thickness b as shown in Fig. 2-6. Positive
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values o( P indicate unstable modes. The profile is unstable (or q ~ 0.9 and even
though there is a maximum growth rate for). =141, a whole range of wavenumben
are unstable. This implies that the dominant wavelength for the instability will be
). = 14/, but perturbat ions with other wavelengths will also grow. This may explain
why the experimentally observed instability is not perfectly periodic.I.2
Fig. 2·6 {J as a (undion of q, where positive values of fJ indicate
unstable modes. From reference 13.
2.9 Th eoretical work of Reference 12
Goodwin aDd Hormy12 solve (or the two-dimensional flow field and Iree surface
shape in the vicinity of the contact line. Th ey a.!Isume a slow moving, visCOUI New-
tonian fluid advancing on a dry, inclined solid plane under the influence of gravity.
They fint recap Huppert 's) work with the lubrication approximation neglecting sur-
face tension and find that this results in a shock-type solution. In order to resolve this
shock solution they include the first ord er effects of surface tension in the lubrication
theory but obtain a different unphysical result . Then Goodwin and Homsy use a
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different scaling in orde r to prescribe it contact angle boundary condition but filld
this results in an unrealist ic contact line velocity. Finally the) ' formulate a Stokes
flow problem which permit s satisfaction of a contact angle boundary condit ion. ,\1·
lowing slip near the contac t line removes the contact line singular ity. T Ill'Yshow tha t
the inner region is governed by Stokes flowwhile in the outer region t ilt' now is well
described by lubrication theory.
Following the proced ure of Iluppcrt,1 Goodwin and IIoll1syl2 ca lculate, in t ht'
lubrication approximation without surface tension. that the location of the leading
edge prior to the instability goes like xn(t ) ::::: (3/ 2)2/3ll /3 , wit h orscalcdlike z ....A/ li'
where ht is t he characteristic length normal to the slope. and the thic kness of the
fluid at Xfl is hn{t) ~ (3/ 2)1/3t - l/ 3. with h scaled by ht • T hese equatio ns all: similar
to Eqs. (2- 16b) and (2-18) above derived by Huppert. Since surface tension was
neglected. a shock-type solut ion is obta ined with the front located at .r'I '
Next they rescale the problem to include th e first order effects or sllrrace tension
while retaining the lubricat ion approx imations. They work in a reference frame mov-
ing with the average velocity of the contact line. They find the positio n or the rr(~
surface to be described by t he different ial equat ion
(2 -27)
subject to the bounda ry condi tions h = 0 at x ::: 0, hr ......- 00 as x ..... 0 and h ..... I
as x _ - 00. in the limit h ...... 0, the rate of cha nge of curvat ure , (j1h/8x3, must be
unbou nded in order to satis fy Eq. (2- 27). Since it is also requircd5 that t he slope or
the free surface be unbou nded at the contac t line. a solution is not easily found.
Goodwin and Homsy found that a contact angle bounda ry condit ion could not
be satisfied using either of the above cases, and so tried a new set of scalinge which
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would allow them to specify such a conditio n, They were also interested in how the
1I{J· ~lip condition affcctlod their ability to model the flow near the conta ct line so a
gt!nl'talized slip boundary conditio n was introduced, Goodwin and Homsy again used
the lubrication approximation includ ing t he first order effect s of surface tension in a
reference frame moving with the average velocity of t he contact line.
T he no-slip boundary condition was replaced by one in which the slip velocity is
proportional to the product of t he velocity gradient at the wall and a funct ion, S(h),
or ti ll! fluid thickness. Following the same procedure as for the preceed ing case, they
find the differential equa tion for th e shape of the free surface to be
~=~-l
8x' S(h) · h +h' . (2 - 28)
The singularity at the origin can be removed by specifying S( h) ,." O(h- I) as h --t O.
However, since S(h) is propo rtional to t he slip velocity, th is int roduces a singularity
in t he slip velocity.
T he above th ree att empts to ob tain a solution at the conta ct line using the lubr l-
cation app roxima tions all contain a singularity. Th e singularity is eit her in the ra te or
change or curvat ure or the free surface with respect to position at the contact line for
both the slip and no-slip models or in t he slip velocity if a slip model is chosen. Thus
they conclude th at the lub ricat ion appro ximations are of limite d value in modelling
the now in the region or the contact line,
Finally, Goodwin and Homsy derive and solve numerica lly Stokes 001'.'equations
Ior the region near the contact line with a contact line bou ndary condition . The
Stokes flow equat ions,
(2-29)
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are simplificationsof the NuK-r·Stokesequations for a \'i~us duid .... ith \"t'ry sma.ll
Reynolds number. The pressurep in Eq, (2-29) indudn srav;ty terms while Goodwin
and Homsy write the sravitalional terms separately. The Sto\.;" 1\0..... f'quationsdilfer
from the lubrin tion equations in tb t 'Vp = &p/8r i +iJp/8yj +8p/iJ:t and 'V'io' =
ifliJ/8z' +ffliil8y'+8'iJ/lJ:' rerStokesflow,while in the lubricationappro:timation
'ilp = 8p18z i+8pllJlIj a.ndV' ii isappro:timat.ed by ;Pula:' . In this appro:t;mation
an inn" solution can be obtained. Goodwinand Honu)' lind solutions Icr the free
surface profile over a.ra.ngeof capillu y number, contact angle and indination angle
of 0.01 ::;Ca :50.164, W :s: ~ ::; ';00 and 1.5° :5Q :5135°. As an exemplc, Fig.
2-1 illustrates the calculatedfree surface shape for a contact ilngleofiO°, inclination
angleo{ .j5° and Ca =0 .03, 0.10 and O,IH fcr ccrves a.b and crespecnvely,
Goodwin and Homsy lind tha.t near the contact line a hump or bulgeor Ruid ec-
curs, the sizeof wbichinereeseewith decreasing capillarynumber, increasingcontacl
angle and increasing inclination angle. They demonstrate tha.t the bulge is not due
to the contact line singularity but is the result or an ;nten.etiun betweeninterfaci&1
forces and and the stress field inside the fluid.
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C hapte r 3 App aratus a nd Experimental Technique
3.1 Apparatus
The experimental apparatus is conceptua lly similar to that used by Huppert '
and Silvi and Dussan V.'! A sheet of plexiglass or glass 122cm in the downslope (xl
direction, 91cm in the cross slope (y) direct ion a.nd 1.3cm thick was clamped in a rigid
aluminum frame. The angle of inclination Q was adjustable; the measurements here
were taken over a range of 00 < Q < 55°. Graph paper with a.grid of two inch squares
marked on it was placed under the experimental surface to facilitate measurement of
the contact line position. An aluminum gate spanning the full width of the surface
was placed ncar the top of the slope. Foam rubbe r weathe r stripping was attac hed
along the bottom of the gate to provide a seal to prevent leakage of the fluid prior to
opening the gate. The seal also prevented the gate from scratching the surface. The
gate was hinged at its upper end so that its axis of rotation was in the y direct ion and
approximately IOemabove the surface. T hus when the gate was opened it swung out
and up allowing the fluid to flow down the slope. An alternate method of opening the
gate was to pull it directly up from the surface, but this usually result ed in januning
of the gale which in turn caused uneven release or the fluid.
T he experiments were recorded using a Burle Industr ies CCO video camera con-
nected to a video cassette recorder. The camera was mounted approximately IOOem
to 125cm above and perpendicular to the surface. A 12.5mm focal length lens gave
the camera a field of view wide enough to include the full width of the experimental
surface. A Burle Industries video monitor was used to accurately position the camera,
to watch each experiment from the camera's view point and to anal yze the recorded
experiments. A Laser 286j2L personal computer was employed for doing fits to the
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data as discussed below.
3.2 F luids
Experiments were carried out using three fluids: glycerin22, 'heavy ' mineral oil
(HMO)23 and 'light ' mineral oil (LMO).24The density, viscosity, surface tension and
stat ic contact angle of each fluid were measured using the methods discussed below
and are shown in 'fable I.
The nrst three of these are the physical properties of the fluids which ente r into
the theoretical treatm ents discussed in the previous chapter, and the fourth, as a rgued
by Silvi and Dussan V2, is important in determining the pattern that develops after
t he instabili ty. The fluid properti es of HMO and LMO are the same except for the
viscosity, so a comparison of the flow development for these two Hulda will show the
effect , if any, of viscosity.
The density of each fluid was easily determined using a Mettle r AE'260electronic
balance baving a resolution of .0001g. The mass of a known volume of tluid divided
by its volume gave the density.
A Gilmont Instruments size 3 falling ball viscosimeter was used along with a stop-
watch to measure each fluid's viscosity. The viscosimeter was filled with a Iluid and
the time of descent through a given height of a ball of known density was measured.
The equat ion p = K(Pb - PJ)t gave the viscosity in (s/em· s)· 10-2 (centipoise).
where u is the viscosity, K is a constant equal to O.63em2/s'l for this viscosimeter, 1'6
and PJ are the densities in s/em'!> of the ball and fluid respectively and t is the time
of descent in seconds.
The surface tension was measured using a Cenco 70545 to rsion wire tensiometer.
This instrument consists of a torsion arm damped to the middle of a torsion wire. A
ss
Table I. Propert ies of fluids studied
static contact stat ic contact
surface te nsion viscosity den sity an gle [plcxiglesa] angle [glass]
(1 (dyn/cm) I.l (g/c ms) p(g/ cm3) o[degrees] 8 (degrees)
Glycerin 59 ± I ll.l± .l 1.26± .01 6O±2 5O±2
HMO 34 ± 1 1.5± .1 O.81± .Ol 14 ± 2 16±2
LMO 32 ± 1 O.S± .1 0.85 ± .01 14± 2 16±2
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platl num-Iridlum wire ring of 5.992em circumference was connected to the other end
of the torsion.arm. After the instrument was calibrated with known masses, the ring
was immersed in the fluid being measured. The torsion on the wire was increased and
the fluid sur face lowered simultaneously so tha t the torsion arm remained at its zero
posrtion. Th e scale reading was ta ken when the ring broke free of the fluid surface.
From the calibrat ion curve and a correction based on the fluid density the surface
tension was calculat ed.
The stat ic contact angle was measured by placing a drop of fluid on a horizonta l
piece ofglass or plexiglass. The video camera was then positioned so that its optic axis
was approximately aligned wit h the glass or plexiglaea surface and the middle of the
drop . Then a frame grabber , which was used to control the camera by computer, took
a pictu re. From the printout of the picture the stat ic contact angle was measured.
An interest ing observation concerning the sta t ic contact angle is that over a period
of several hours it decreased. This decrease was small for HMO on both glass ana
plexlgleas, for which it changed Ircm >- 17° to '" 14° over 2 hours, but for glycerin
on glass [plexiglass giving similar results) it went from e- 75° to '" 50° in 5 minutes,
to -- 43° in 10 minutes and to '" 20° in 2.5 hours. This large change in the static
contact angle for glycerin is due to the absorption by the glycerin of moisture from
the air. During experiments, the fluid WM left behind the gate for approximately 5
minutes and for this reason the value cf the static contact angle for glycerin given in
Table I is t he value after 5 minutes exposed to the air .
3.3 Ex pe r imental Te chniq ue
All experime nts were performed at room tempera tu re which was not especially
controlled and varied between 21 °C and 27°C over the course of thle work.
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Before each experiment the solid surface was carefully cleaned to ensure uniform
~urface conditions . The cleaning procedure was as follows. After most of the fluid
from a previous run had been removed, the surface was washed twice using detergent
in water and rinsed each time with clean water. Then a commercial glass cleaner,
Windex, was applied to the surface which was then wiped clean with paper towel or
a chamois. Following this the surface dried quickly. Wiping the dry surface with dry
paper towel created a stat ic charge which had a dramatic and adverse effect on the
now; care was taken to avoid this.
Following the cleaning procedure, the surface was inclined to the app ropriate
angle and a. level was used to make sure it was level in the y direction. The video
camera was set perpendicular to the surface and positioned so that the gate was at
the upper end of the video monitor screen. Then a known volume of fluid (250cm3
for the experiments reported here) waspoured behind the gate and left sta nding for a
sufficiently long time that it was evenly distributed and sta tionary. Prior to opening
the gate, the relevent paramete rs of the experiment such as the experimental surface,
angle of inclination, type and amount of fluid and room temperature were recorded
on the video tape. The camera was focussed.on the surface, then the gate was opened.
and the fluid flowed down the slope with an initially straight contact line. Ca re was
taking opening th e gate so as to keep it straight and not allow one side to open
before the other which would result in an uneven release of the fluid. It was also
important not to open the gate too fast or the gate would throw drops of the fluid
several cent imeters down the dean surface. Since the fluids used were dea r, only a
shadow of the contact line could be seen. The curved surface of the fluid near the
contact line caused the light passing through it to be refracted in such a way as to
produce a shadow of the contact line on the grid below. In order to have only one
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cont~ct line shadow, only one set of ceiling lights was left on in the lab during each
run. T he lights were sufficiently far away so as to produce jUlt one shadow. In a few
later experimen ts with other fluids, a single light was placed in (ront of the slope.
This produced a very d istinct shadow of the conta ct line although fingers near the
sides of the slope had their shadows displaced slightly giving the impress ion of a luger
distance between t he fingers. T he actual fingers could be 5t'f1\ due to reflections from
the finger tips, so t his la tt er problem was easily cvereome.
Expe riments using HMOwere performed over the ranges 2° :S Q :S 21° and
2° ::; Q :S 20° for the plexiglass and glass surfaces respectively while t he ranges
for glycerin were 4° ::; Q ::; 30° and 4° :5 Q ::; 54° for the plexiglass an d glass
surfaces respectively. For inclination angles lower than the lower limit for each the
contact line developed into poor fingers which tended to flow in the cross slope as
wellas t he downslope directions and satisfactory measurements were not posaible. For
indinati on angles larger than the upper limit for each th e fluid would splash down
over the surface much like a wave breaking on a beach, resu lting in a nonuniform flow
front .
3.04 Raw n ata G a th ering
The raw data wu ob tained by direct measurement of the contac t line position
from t he video monitor du ring replay of a recorded experimenta l run. The position
as a fundion of li me of th ree or four fingers and t roughs W Il.S measured for eech run.
The VCR used here incorporated a real-time counter so that the video tape could be
moved a head an a ppropriate number of seconds then stopped to ta ke measurements.
The zero time of each run wu taken as the time at which the contac t line shadow first
appeared from under the opened gate . The finger and trough measure ments started
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at the point at which the contact line began to show the instability. Also measured
were the distan ce downslope, z", at which the contac t line became unstable, tbe fin&er
width, i , ta.ken as the Cullwidth a.t half the finger len!th and the a.verage wavelen&tb,
I , oCthe finger pallern . The fluid at the edges of the flow was held back by the "' ath
al. each edge oCthe surface causing the contact line to be curved in that area. For
this reason the lingers closest to each rote were not included in the calculation of the
average wavelength.
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Chapter 4 Results
4.1 General Observations
Experiments with all three fluids were performed on the plexiglaas surface. while
only glycerin and HMO were used on the glaeasurface. In all cases the rivulet (parallel
sided finger) patte rn was observed. Since I took substa ntially more data for liMO
than for LMO, I will quote only data for HMOexcept in cases were the LMO data is
of importance althou.;:hdat a for LMO is shown on some of the figures below. In the
case of glycerin, the troughs appea red to stop shortly after the contact line became
unstable while for HMO, the troughs continued to move very slowly downhill. The
observed fingering patte rn was not perfectly periodic, nor were the finger lengths
perfectly uniform. Several preliminary experimental runs were tried with silicone oil
on glass, for which the unstable contact line developed into the sawtooth pattern in
which both the fingers and troughs continued to move downhill, but at different rates.
In this case the fingering patt ern was fairly periodic. The finger lengths were more
uniform than for the rivulet patt ern but st ill not perfectly uniform .
The fluid at the edges of the flow was held back by the walls at the edges or the
surface. This perturbation of the contact line resulted in fingers forming at the edges.
Although Schwartz9 found numerically that this edge perturbation caused fingering
as it propagated inward along the contactllne, all experiments here indicate tha t the
entire contact line becomes unstable simultaneously. Due to the surface's large widt h
(91cm), any edge effects are expected to be small in the middle region of the surface.
4.2 Before the Instability
Huppert! predicted tha t , prior to the instabilit y, the position of the uniform
contact line should advance like t 1/3; his measurements agreed with this prediction.
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Due to this, I analyzed my dat a from before the instability by fitting the position to
a power law in time, i.e. ,
(4-1 )
Fits to Eq. (4-1) were performed only for Cr:5 140 for glycerin and 0' :5 80 for HMO.
At higher angles the time before the instab ility was too short for enough position
measurements to be made and meaningful fits to Eq. (4-1) were not possible. The
data was well described, for the most part , by Eq. (4-1 ) but the exponent tJo was
substantia lly larger than the value of 1/3 predicted by Huppert . In fact the exponents,
shown as open symbols in Figs. 4·3, are in reasonably good agreement with the
exponents characteriz ing the growth of the fingers which develop after the insta bility.
similarly, the values of the amplitude Ao of Eq. (4-1), shown as open symbols in Figs.
4.4, agree within error with the corresponding value for the flow after the instab ility.
Fits to dat a from two different runs having the same experimental parameters
produced results which were equal within experimental error, thus indicat ing that
the flow is reproducible.
T he discrepency between my results and the 11/3 behaviour found by Huppert
can be understood from Fig. 4-1, which shows the front position as a function of
time for HMO on plexiglass with 0' =80 , both before and after the instabilit y. The
pre-insta bility data, shown as open symbols, seems to appr oach a t1/3 behaviour, but
only afte r a transient period in which the front advances more quickly.
This behaviour is !lCCIl only at the smallest angles. At larger angles, a ~ 50 for
HMO and 0' ~ 80 for glycerin , the instability OCCUT9 before the t ransient has relaxed
and the approach to t l/ 3 behaviour is not observed.
The film thickness at the onset of the instability was not measured quantit atively.
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However rough est imates were made based on Hup~rt " result t hat t he fluid th icknes,
at t he (ront of t he , hock solution, Eq. (2-18), Ie siven by Eq. (2-19). My dat a (or
Z n suggest th at t he contact line becomes unstable when the fluid t hins to a certain
fluid-dependent t hickness on the order of three millimeters. Thls criti cal t hicknes, i,
Itn ~ O.33an (or glycerin and Itn :::::: 0.27 em (or HMO.
4.3 Af t er th e Ins t a bili t y
Since I am unaware of any theoret ical predict ions {or the growt h of th e developing
fingers beyond t he regime where linear st ability analysis is valid ,25 I anal yzed my data
in terms ofempiri cal fitt ing functions. The downslope tip posit ion after t he instability ,
%d, was well described, within experimental error, for all fluids on both substrates at
all angles a by a power law in time:
(4 -2)
where t he amplitud e A, t he exponent P and the t ime origin to were all used as Iree
paramete". A typical fit to Eq. (4-2) is showDin Fig. 4·2 for HMO on plexiglass at
S· ,
The t rough posit ion, Z 'I> was fitt ed to the function
(4 - 3)
with B, C. D and., as free parameters . A typical fit of thi s functi on to experimental
da la is also shown in Fig. 4-2.
Ot her fitting functions were tried bu t gave less satisfactory descriptions of the
data . In part icular, power law fib to the trough da ta were tried , but they gave
satisfactory fits only when the troughs cont inued to moved with sufficieIltly high
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speeds, e.g., the power law fit would not work for glycerin troughs but did work for
some HMO troughs.
Figs. 4-3(a) to (d) show the tip growth exponent f3 as a function of sin o for
glycerin and both oils on plexiglass, (a) and (b), and for glycerin and HMO on glus,
(c) and (d).
Each point on these plots (and simi lar plots below) represents the average of
results from fits to a number (three for very low angles and four for other angles)
of fingers (or troughs) from a particular run.. The erro r bars represent the range of
values obtained from all of the 6ts to that data set. The range of values obtained for
d ifferent runs at the same angle is rough ly the same indicating that any variabili ty in
surface condition between runs is no greater than the variability across the slope for
a single run.
For both fluids, glycerin and HMO, on both substrates, f3 is essen tially inde-
pend ent of 0 within experimental uncertainties. The mean value of IJfor the pled-
glass surface is 0.65 ± .04 for glycerin a nd 0.52 ± .05 for HMO; for the glass surface
fJ = O.55 ± .05 for glycerin and 0,48 ± .OI for HMO. (Errors here and elsewhere in this
t hesis are stat istical standard deviatio na.] These values of f3 are also shown in Table
II. My vaJue for glycerin fingers on plexiglass is in agreement , with in experimental
er ror, with t he exponent 01'.6 repor ted by Huppert l . fJdoes show a slight tenden cy
to decrease with increasing 0 for HMO on both surfaces and for glyceri n on glass but
it is di fficult to tell jf this t rend is real from my data. The values of IJand 130, where
values of f30 are represented as open symbols in Figs. 4-3, ap pear to be equal within
expe rimental uncerta inty in most cases.
Figs. 4·4 show the dependence of finger growth amplitude A on Q for plexiglaee,
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(a) and (b), and glass, (c) and (d). For all fluids Oil both ~l1rraces I lind t ha t
A = k sin c
with the slope k increasing with decreasing viscosity. Foe the plexiglaas sur face.
I find t hat k = ILl ± .Scm· ,,-d for glycerin, 36.4 ::1:: lfi cm . ,,- 11 for li MO and
63.1 ± 2.8cm · ,,-f} for LMO a nd for the glass surface k = 12.6 ± ..')cm · 1j-11 for
glycerin and 38.1 ± 1.2 cm · s-f} for HMO. The values of .4 and :\0 life equa l with in
experime nta l error for glycerin and HMO on both surfaces. Table II shows t he Vll h lt'li
of k for glycer in and HMO on both sur faces.
In most cases the contact line position, measured at point s corresponding to finger
tips, varied smoot hly thro ugh t he inst ability. However in a few cases a kink app eared
in the position -time plot s at t he onset of t he inst ability. These arc the cases for which
there is a significant difference in Pand Po apparent in Figs. -1·3 (a) to (d) .
The trough posit ions are described by Eq. (4- 3), which represents an exponentia l
slowing of the contact line, with the troug h approac hing a constant downhill velocity
C at large times. The exponent ial slowing time T as a function of sina is shown in
Figs. 4-5(a) and (b) for plexiglass and Figs. 4-5(c) and (d ) for glass. For all fluids on
both surfaces T decreases with increasing a like
(4 - 5)
For the plexiglesa surface 4r = 3.1 ± .4 s and bT = 0.51 ± .08 for glycerin and ar =
0.62 ± .19" an d b-,. = 1.4 ±.l for HMO. The glass surface gave aT = 2.7 ± .2 " and
br = 0.85± .04 for glycerin and aT = 1.9 ± I .O ~ and ~ = I .08± .17 for HMO. These
results are shown in Table III.
\t low ang les the ex ponent ial slowing times Are on the order of I minute for liMO
on both surfaces while for glycerin it is About 15 seconds on plexiglass and 30 seconds
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Table II. Paramet ers characterizing the linger tip position.
glycerin glycerin HMO HMO
plexiglass glass plexiglesa glass
O.6S ±.04 0.55 ± .O5 0.52± .05 0.48 ± .oi
k (cmll -O) 11.1 ± .5 12.6 ± .5 36.4 ± 1.6 38.l ± 1.2
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on glass. However, for Q ..... ITo t he values of T for glycerin and 1l ~10 on plexiglass
are roughly equal as a re the values for the two fluids on glass.
The amplitude of the exponent ial slowing t ime, B in Eq. (.\.3), i ~ shown in Figs.
4·6. B is constan t with in experimental scatter except at low angles. For the plexlglass
surface, the average value of B at high angles, i.e., not including the first twoor three
points, is - 10.7 ± .9 cm for glycerin and - 12.4± .8cm for HMO. On glass the average
value of B is - 12.9 ± 1.0em for glycerin and - 12.\ ± 1.1em for HMO. Values of B
for both fluids on both surfaces are shown in Table III.
The velocity of the troughs at long times, C, is shown in Figs. ·\-i (a) and (h) for
plexiglass and (c) and (d) for glass. For glycerin C =0 within experimental error for
both surfaces at all angles studied. For liMO , however, C ~ 0 at small angles, but
increases smoothly and approximately linearly to about 0.1emls at 0 =:Wo on both
surfaces.
Even though the rivulet pattern which develops from the instability is nor per-
fectly periodic, t he aVCl"'llge wavelength I is a well defined length. Xis taken AS the
distance between two adjacent fingers averaged over the patt ern , but excluding the
finger at each edge which may he strongly influenced by the nearby walls. Figs. 4-8(a)
and {bj show Xas a function of sin Q for plexiglass and glass respectively. Within
expe rimental scat ter the data for the different fluids on the plexiglasa surface are
indistinguishab le. The same is t rue (or the data for the glass surface except al low
angles, where the HMO data appea rs to be lower than tha t for glyr.erin. Xfor both
fluids on both substrates shows a power law dependence on sin 0 :
(4 -6)
Fits to the data for the plexiglaas surface result in a~ = 2.7±.2cm and b~ =0.41 ± .03
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Table III. Parameters characterizing the trough posit ion.
glycerin glycerin nxro HMO
plexiglass gla.ss plexigleas glass
a,.( .,) 3.!±A 2.i ± .2 O.62±.19 !.93 ± .97
b, 0.5! ±.08 0.85 ± .O4 1.4 ±.l 1.08± .!1
8 (=) -10 .7 ± .9 - 12.9± 1.0 - 12.4 ± .8 -1 2.1 ± 1.1
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for glycerin and OJ,. == 2.8 ± .2 crn and bJ,. == 0.·10 ± .02 for II~IO . T he fits for the ~lalls
surface give OJ,. = 2.5 ± .1em and bJ. = 0..\9 ± .02 for glycerin and 1IJ,. = :1.0 ± ..I e lll
and b.\ =0.39 ± .05 for H~IO. Perform ing fits to each of these da ta sets using the Lj:I
expo nent predicted by Huppert I yields for the plexiglass surface 11J,. · =:1.0:) ± .07 ("m
for glycerin and oJ,.· = 3.23 ± .08 em for li MO and for the glMs surface 1IJ,.. =
3.11 ± .09 em for glycer in and oJ,.· == 3.38 ± .13 em for HMO. These values for 0,\, bJ,.
and o J,.· are shown in Tab le IV.
T he ..... idt hs of indi vidua l fingers are very uniform acro ss the pattern and vary
only slight ly along the lengt h of a given finger. ( found th llt this width , measured
half way along the length of a finger. also varies as a power law in sin 0:
(4 - 7)
as shown in Fig. 4-9(a ) for plexiglaas and Fig. 4-9(b) for glass. Fib to the da ta
for t he plexiglass surface yield 06 == 0.68 ± .04 em and b6 = 0.53 ± .03 for glycerin
and 06 == 0.86 ± .I Oem and b6 ;;;;; 0.66 ± .04 for HMO , while for t he glass SlIrf/l.ce
06 = 0.91 ± .05 em and b6 = 0.51 ± .03 for glycerin and 06 = 0.98 ± .05 em and
b6 = 0.59 ± .04 for HMO . T hei l' values of 06 and b6 are shown in Tab le IV. For
compa rison I also sh ow a line of -1/3 slope in Figs. 4·9(3) and (b) ; such a slope is
not cons istent with my da ta .
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Table IV. Paramet ers characte rizing the wavelength and finger width .
glycerin glycerin H~[Q HMO
plexigless glass p lexig lasa glaae
a.\ (cm) 2.7± .2 2.5± .1 2.8± .2 3.0±.4
"
0.41± .03 0.49 ± .02 0040± .02 O.39±.O5
a,\"{c m) 3.03± .07 3.11 ± .O9 3.23 ± .O8 3.38± . 13
a,d cm) O.68 ± .04 0.91 ±.05 0.86 ± .10 0.98± .02
'.
O.53± .03 0.51 ± .03 0.66 ± .O4 0.59 ± .04
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C ha pter S Discussion
5.1 Before Instabili ty
1'.I.r results for the now of this fluid sheet before the instability show a somewhat
more complicated behaviour than that implied in Ref. [I] , Huppert ' found both
experimentally and theoretically that, prior to the instability, t he position of the
contact line moved downhill llke e ..... tl / :J. At all but the smallest angles studied,
my data are abo consistent with a power law behaviour, but with an exponent larger
than 1/3. Within the experimental error, the exponents I determi ned for the flow
before and after the instability are the same - about 1/2 for HMOand about 2/3 for
glycerin on both surfaces. However, at t he smallest angles for both fluids my results,
shown in Fig. 4-1, indicate that the flow approaches t l/ :Jgrowth at long t imes while
at earlier times it advances with an exponent larger than 1/ 3. Thus the approximate
equality of the exponents before and after the instability may be coincidenta l.
Hupper t! studied this flowin the lub rication apprcximatlc n, neglecting surface
tension. In section 2.7 I followed his procedure and derived an equat ion for th e shape
of the free surface h(x,t)
(5 - I)
and using this derived an equation for the position of the uniform contact line,
(5- 2)
Flow governed by Eq. (5-1) will evolve into a shock, and Xn is the position of the
shock. Eq. (5-2) is valid when :En ::>I, and at long times when the initial condit ions
no longer significantly affect the flow. In my experiments the fil'5 t condit ion is always
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true - - .En/I - 1.5for glycerin at small 0" an d is targer for la rger angles and for HMO
_ hut my dara indica te tha t the second condition is almost never t rue, i.e., the initial
rnnditicus affect t he flow of the uniform contact line right up to the t ime at which the
instahility .levelops. Furt her experiments with more viscous fluids - to increase th e
umc before the instabili ty - are necessa ry to study th is beh aviour in more detail.
5.2 Aft er Ins t ab ilit y
Both Huppert! and Silvi and Dussan y'l observed experimenta lly, as did I, that
t he glycerin on plexiglass resulted in the rivulet pattern developing. However, for
glycerin on glass they observed the sawtoot h pattern while l observed the rivulet
pauern . Th is may be due to the condition of the surfaces. Since neither Huppert nor
Silvi and Dussan Y give any descript ion of the cleaning procedure used, the condition
of the s urfaces may have been different. i.e., my surface or their surfaces may have
had a slight film after clean ing due to the procedure and/o r clean ing agent (s) used .
f ca n also compare my results with previous work on the behaviour of the average
wavelength , X. From my experimen ts X is observed to have a power law de pendenc e
0 :) sin 0' but not with t he exponent of 1/ 3 predicted by Eq. (1-2 ); the experimental
expone nts, shown in Tab le V, are consistent , except for glycerin on glass. Huppert also
predicted , Eq. (1-2 ), that Xshould vary with fluid properties like {D'lp)I /3 . From my
fits of A to Eq. (4- 6) with the exponent fixed a.t 1/3 gives ).HMO/X GLy = L07 ± .04
for plexiglass and I.09 ± .07 for glass, while (D'HMO PGLylD'GLY PHMO )1/3 = O.94±
.04. T hus I observe no significant difference in :x between the two fluids on either
substra te. However the predicted difference is small.
From fits to Eq. (4- 6) with b),= 1/3 ( dete rmined the constant of proportionality
in Eq. (1 -2) for the plexiglass surface to be 7.0±A for glycerin and 8.0±.3 fer HMO,
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while the glass surface gives i .2 ±.;J for glycerin and S.:l ±A for HMO. Thesearr-
consistent with the results of Refs. (I) and (2) which quote i .;, end g. rt':lpl."Ctlvdy.
The finger width ~ did not di5play the same n-dependencr- as diJ :\. and while
Xis approximately the samefor theRuids on both surfaces, 6 is nor. This points to
Xand cbeing governed by different physical mechanisms. While ti ll' longth ~rllll' of
the instability, i.e., J. depends on thecompetition betweengravitatiolol and surface
tension forces at the contact line,I,12 6 will be a function of the propertiesof the
fluid. The finger musl have a certain cross-sectional area in order 10 accomodate
the fluid which is Rowing down it. Thus the width of the linger will depend on the
static liquid-solid contact angle. If the contact angle along the side of the finger
is larger (smaller) than the maximum (minimum) static value, then the lingl'r will
becomewider (narrower) untilthe contact angle decreases[increases] to its maximum
(minimum) static value, but the cross.sectional area ofthe finger willremain consteut.
I discussthe WOrk of Troian et 41.13 in chapter 2 where they Apply linear stahility
analysis to the equations for a film Rowing under the influence of gravity. Their
thl.'Oretkal analysisdiffersfrommy experimentsin tWQ repecte. The lir, t is that a
precursor filmdoes not appear to exist in myexperiments, aridthe secondi ~ thl!.t the
analysisof Ref. (13) is validonly in t.helimit 3C a 4: tan 0 1/3, i.e., for large allglNl,
while{or myexperiments 3Caliana l {3 _ 3. Allhongh the experimental situation is
somewhat different from the theoret.ical one, it is interesting to compare my remIts
with the predictionsof Ref.(13).
Troian d a/.13 study thestabilityof the calculated profileby lmpoeingperiodic
perturbation! on the oontact line and studying the growth of these perturbations.
They find that the profile is unstable for wavenumber! q :; .9 with a maximum
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growt h fate for ~ = 14/ whe re / '= h/(:l Co j l/3 is a cha racteris t ic length .
I Ciln ca lculate th e ratio I/I for my <lata by first es t imatin g the film thickness at
rhe contact l ine lo be
h = 3A/2xn , ('- 3)
From lIupp er t 's l expression , Eq . (2· 19j, where ::t' n is t he len gt h of t he flow a t t he
on"f't of the instabili ty. I lind h ::t: 0.33 em for glyceri n an d h == 0.27em for HMO on
bot h subst rates. Th e velocity U is esti mated from result s of fits to Eq. (4-2), a long
with t he observation, discuss ed abov e, that the flow velocity vaj-iea smoothly through
the instll.bility. Then
evalua ted a t t he poi nt of instability. Also from a bove we have
A:::; b ina
and from fit s to Eq. (4-6) wit h b} '= 1/ 3.
Thu s
(5- 4)
(5 - ' )
(' - 6)
(5 -7)
Fro m my mees ure mcute I find tha t (I - 10) is a fun ct ion of s ino and the da ta for
plcxiglMlla re reasonably well describ ed by
while for glass
1- ~O '= 1.9 sin 0 -1. 0 (glyce rin)
,= O.53 sinQ- 1.3, (HM O)
1- to =1.9 sin o-O,9 (gIYl.,rin )
= 2.0 sin o-O.9. (HMO)
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(5 - 8a)
(5 -8b)
Using my results for the rele vent parameters and the fluid properties from Ta ble l. I
"" 12.4s iooO.16. (HMO)
I est imate th e accum ulated unce rtain t ies in th e coefficients of Eqs. UHl a) and ( .~ -!l b )
find lor plexiglese
whi le for glass
>Ojl"'IUsino ll.12 (glyce rin)
'" 19.2sino0 21. (H:\IO)
>0/1""l3.6~in oO.12 (glyceri n)
(.'i - ~Jn )
(;j - ~lh)
to be on the orde r of 20%. Th is percen tage is estim ated afler taking into itffoulltt lw
standard errors in a.I·, J and k, t he uncerta inties in the experimentally determined
physical prope rties (J and iJ and the uncertainty in est imat ing the film t hieknrss h.
T hese funct ions are plotted in Figs. 5·1(.1) and .}·l (b ) Cor the plexiglass and glass
sur faces, resp ec tively, along with th e predict ion of Troian d al.13
T he experiments performed here are confined to 0 < 22° for liMO on hoth
su rfaces, a < 32° for glycerin on plexlglass and Q < 55° lor glycerin OIL gl",ss, whi lt~
the theory is valid for large angles (3 Co < Ian aI/3); despit e this th.. agre ement
bet ween thei r pred icti on and t he ext rap olatjon of my results to large angles is Iluite
reas onable.
In my exper iments the a dvancing front was never perfectly periodic. A possible
exp lanation comes from the reselt e of Trojan el aJ. who find that the contact line is
uns t ab le for a range of wavenumbers q ~ 0.9, Fig. 2·6, with a ma ximu m growth rate
for >. :::141. A superpos ition of several high growt h rat e wavelengt hs may cont ribute
to t he imperfect pe riodicity of t he patt ern wh ich develo ps.
My results for t he varinus filLing paramel ers can be categorized in terms or thei r
dependence on t he phyeicel properties of the system stud ied. I found t hat 1" Wi!..!>
essent ially independe nt or Huid and surface for Hulda and surfaces I stud ied , depending
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on ly o n the slope angle a , The weak depe ndence on fluid pro pe rt ie-s predicted by
IIupper l I was not obse rved , although more study of th is point is needed . The finger
widt h 6 was indist inguish able for HMO on bot h su rfaces while 6 for glycerin on glass
was sli~h tl)' larger t han for the plexiglass surface. Th e finger width o f HMO was larger
than t hat for glyce rin for bot h surf aces. This may be due to glycerin' s larger stati c
contact angle, which allows a na rrow glyceri n finger to have the same cross-sectional
area as A wider HMO finger.
T he fill ing pa ramet er A - the amplitude in the finge r growt h expression, Eq.
(4- 2) - increased with decreasi ng viscosity and seemed inde pen dent of su rface for
the su rfaces s tudied here . All other filt ing parameters - t he growt h exponent Pof
the riv ulets, an d the slo wing time T , amp litude B, an d asymptotic velocity C of t be
troughs - ar e equ al with in ex pe rime nta l error for the two oils, an d t hus app arently
independent of viscosity. At higher angles, 0 ~ 80 , the amp litude B of the exponential
slowing term in Eq. (4- 3) is cons ta nt and equ al with in experi mental uncert ainties for
all lluids on bo th sur faces . Th e d ifferences between the values of th e othe r parameter s
for glycerin and HMO for each sur face pro bably reflech a dependen ce on the surface
te nsion or , as Silvi and Duesan V2 point out , on t he liquid -solid conta ct angle.
1 used the fitt ing functions Eqs. (4-2) and (4- 3) simply because they gave a good
descri pt ion of my dat a, although t he use of Eq. (4-2) was moti vated par t ially by t he
results of Huppe rt.! T he physical significa nce of these fitti ng para meters is not clear
and a more complet e theo ret ica l tre atment of the probl em is required before they can
be considered as a nything ot her t han emp irical.
Finally I will consider the evolut ion of the fingers, and following Silvi and Dussan
V2 I will think in te rms of the local contact angle 9(y) at th e liquid -solid -air contact
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line. For a. typical liquid -solid system the contact angle is a function of the speed
of the moving contact line having the general form of Fig. 2.:t For contact angles
OR $ °S 0A tile contact line docs not move, for 8> 8A it advances in the directio n
perpendi cular to its loca l tangent , and for e < OR it reeedes. A ~traight contact
line , advan cing with uniform velocity l' b will have O(y) = 0\ , say, with O( > 0..1. , a.:I
illust rated in Fig. 5-2.
e
e.
V, V
F ig . :i·2 . Tbe genera.!form of the centect angle 8 at tbe liquid-solid-
vapor conta.ct line, u • function of COllt&t line velocity. Here it i.
shown tha.t some ad vallcing ccnnc t a.ngle 8, is a.dn nciog witb velocity
'1-
As the straight contact line becomesunstable, the contact angle will begin to vary
with y. Faster-moving regions of the front will have 8(y) > 9) while slower moving
regions will have IJA < 8(1/) < 0) . If the contact angle at some point drops below 8A,
that point will stop. Thus for the rivulet pattern, 8(y) < (JA. in the trough region
while O(y)> 8A near the tips.
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Consider the situ ation sketched in Fig. 5~3 , where the solid line represents the
contact line shortly after the onset or the instability.
Y Z
<, ~- X ~ /'"<:> ..~.. <:»:
t"']
\l
Fig . 5.3 . The contac t line shortly alter the onset of the inst ability
is sketched 4.1Ja solid line. 8 is grea.ter than, less than and equal to
8A at the points X , Y and ?- respec tively. The dol ted lines show
schematleally the growth of a rivulet.
Clea rly 8(X ) > 8A.at the point X at the tip of the develop ing finger. Assume
tha t 8(Y ) < 8A at Y , in the trough . Then there is a point Z at which 8(Z ) =8A;
at points downalcpe from Z t he contact line will advance perpendicular to ita local
tangent . Because of the rela tion between contact ilJlgle and the speed of advance of
t he contact line, all the finger develops its sides will become more and more oriented
in t he downslope direction. Th is reduces the gravitationa.1pressu re along the sides,
and so reduces 8 t here. Thus th e point at which 8:= 8A moves downslope, eventually
set tling near t be tip of t he finger. As sketched in Fig. 5-3 this process leads to fingers
with stra ight sides oriented downslope , exactly as obse rved experimentally.
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As Sllvi and Dussan V point cut , the ~awtooth pattern will result if 8(y ) > 004
e verywhere on t he contact line: (J must be smaller in the more slowly iuh 'ancing
tr oughs t han at the tips.
Figs. 4-i show t he asym ptotic velocity C of the troughs. For gl)'ferin C : 0
within experim enta l error at all inclination angles indicating that O(y ) is indeed j('lI~
tha n 0.-1 in the trough regions. However, for liM O C is small hut nonzero at larger
angles, ind icating that O(y) ~ llA in the trough regions for angles n ~ 8°. This
result suggests t hat the sawtoo th patt ern should form at higher angles for li MO
because D(y) > 0A everywhere on t he contact line, hut the rivulet pat tern is actua lly
observed. The explanati on for this lies in the relat ive downslope speed s of the fingers
and troughs . The finger speed is so much greate r than that of the t roughs t hat the
fingers grow much faster , resulting in the rivulet pattern. HockinglO suggests that the
sawtooth pattern is only a t ransito ry phenomenon which will eventu ally evolve into
the rivulet pattern il the surface is long enough. There may not actually he a sharp
d ivision between t he sawtoot h and rivulet patt erns, but rat her a continuou s range of
patte rns with these as the two ext remes. The silicone oil on glass produces a good
exa mple of the sawtooth pa ttern while glycerin on glass produces a good exam ple
of the rivulet patt ern. HMO on glass and plextglees produces a patt ern somewhere
between a perfect sawtooth and perfect rivulet patt ern hut leaning more toward the
rivulet.
Silvi and Dussan V state that the size of the contact a ngle is the important
parameter in determining which of t he two patterns will evolve for a given system .2
On the basis of the above discussion, it seems that the sha~ of the O(v) curve is
also important. If e is a relatively fiat Iunction of v, a small decrease in 0 will cause
a large redu ction in the contact line velocity and may even cause it to stop. On
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the other hand, if 0 varies steep ly wit h II, a sma ll decrell.'le in (} will cause only a
sma ll decrease in the contact line velocity and most probab ly will not cause it to
stop, and the sawtooth pattern will occur . T he prese nce or absen ce or conta ct angle
hyste resis, discussed ill section 2.3, would also be expected to affect the observed
pa t tern . Detailed measurements of contact angles alo ng the front would be useful in
confi rming th is pictu re.
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Ch apte r 6 Conclus ions
6.1 Co nclus ions
In this thesis I have attempted to characterize the behaviour of a viscous Huitt
flowing down an inclined plane, and, in particula r, t he pattern of fingers th"t .Icvd op
from the contact line instability. Except at the sm allest angles, the uniform contart
line became unstab le before the flow had relaxed to the expected t l / 3 growth. Fur
the fluids studied here, t he growth of the fingers after the iustahil ity is well des cribed
by a power law in time, while the t roughs show an exponential slowing to a final
velocity equal, or close tn, zero. The average wavelengt h of th e peue m dccreasea with
increasing inclinatio n Angle, while the width of the fingersdecreases more steeply with
increasing a . The exponent b>,for glycerin on glass was found to be O..t9± .02from fib
to Eq. (4-6) , but looking at Fig. 4-8(b) it appears higher but not inconsistent with
-1/3. Furthermore, fits tc £q. (4-6 ) with b>, = 1/3 result in a coefficient for glycerin
on glass of a>,· = 3.03± .07 similar to other fit5 as shown in Table IV. My analysis
was based primarily on fits of Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3) to meas urements of the contact
line posit ion. The fit results are summarized in Table V. A theoretical treatment of
this problem is required to make clear the physical meaning of the fit parameters and
to explain their dependence on fluid properties, slope angle and experimen tal surface.
6.2 Future Considerations
There are several open questions concerning the contact line in5tability tha t war'
rent Iurther st udy. Some measurements which could be done in thp.futu re using this
apparatus are suggested in this sect ion.
One import ant point concerns the behaviour of the film before the instability. In
order to st udy the advance or the sta ble contact line, and to determine if it eventually
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.lves advance like t l / 3, a fluid much more viscous than glycerin could be used at
n·latiH'l y small inclination angles. T he larger viscosity should slow the fluid motion,
making a deta iled study of the Aow possible.
Measurement of th e film t hickness, before the instab ility, near t he front as a
funct ion of t ime rna)' give a clearer pictu re of how t he film thickness affects the contact
line sta bility. Also measurement of the now profile before and after the instability
would be interes ting, as would be the measurem ent of the contact angle as a function
of posit ion along the front.
Fluids which completely wet the surface, f .g. silicone oils, could be used to
study the sawtooth pattern. Some experiments with one silicone oil ( /l = 0.5 g/c:m-"
a = 20 dyne/em , p = .963g/cm 3 and 0 e 0°) suggest that the sawtooth pattern
develops when the fluid complete ly wets the surface. More detailed experiments are
needed to confirm this, and to chara cterize the sawtooth pattern flow.
Fluids of differing viscosities but similar static contact angles and surface tensions
could he used to study the effect, if any. of viscosity on the instability development.
Experiments to stu dy thi s are now being performed using glycerin diluted with water .
The water decreases the viscosity and static contact angle of the g lycerin while not
greatly affecting its surface tension . Stud ies which varied other fluid properties inde-
pendently would also be interest ing , e.g. the u/p dependen ce of A could be checked.
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Ta ble V. Summary or data Ircm Tab les n. 111 and IV.
glycerin glycerin liMO liMO
plex.iglas! gless plexiglees gla.sfi
iJ 0.65 ± .04 0.5S± .05 0 .~2± .05 0.·\8 ± .01
k( cm ,,- 0 ) Il.l ± .5 12.6 ± .5 36.·1± 1.6 38.1± Lt
aT (.:l} 3.1±,4 2.1 ± .2 0.62 ± .19 1.9:J± .91
h, 0.51 ± .08 0.85 ± .04 1.4± .1 1.08± .11
B(cm} - 1O.1± .9 -l2.9 ± l.0 -1 2..1± .8 - 12.1 ± 1.I
a.\ (cm) 2.1± .2 2.5 ± .1 2.8 ± .2 J.O± .4
h, 0041 ± .03 0.-19 ±.02 0..10 ± .02 0..19 ± .05
4).·(cm ) J.03± .01 3.11 ± .09 3.23 ± .08 3.38± .13
a6(cm) O.68±.O4 0.91 ± .05 0.86± . lO 0.98± .02
h, O.53 ±.03 0.51 ± .03 O.66 ± .04 O.59 ± .O4
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